American Diagnostic Corporation

Mercury Sphyg
Exchange Program

Are you looking to replace your wall or mobile
mercury blood pressure instruments?
Here’s how OUR program works:
Just order any like number of wall, mobile, desk clock aneroids, or our Adview or
E-Sphyg 2 NIBP monitors as the number of mercury units you wish to return.
On the same P.O, order part number #985 Mercury Return Kit
OR you may order kits separately, by referencing a recently placed
purchase order for a like quantity of our clock aneroids.

9000D
Adview
9002WK-MCC
Adview

750W
Wall Aneroid

The Mercury Return Kit is specially designed to
reduce the risk of mercury spills in transit to our
mercury reclamation center. Kits include all packing materials, cartons and shipping labels necessary for the safe return of the mercury sphygmomanometer. Kits are sold in case packs of three
units. Case packs may NOT be split in order to
ensure the protection of the mercury instrument
during transit. (even when returning one or two
instruments, the shipper must ALWAYS use a
full case capable of holding 3 units).
You must also supply ADC with end-user facility
name, address, and contact information for
tracking purposes.
Because the return kits are shipped fully assembled and are quite bulky, we suggest you allow
us to drop ship the mercury return kits directly to
your customer. Your customer must ship the mercury returns kits to the reclamation indicated on
the supplied shipping label via PREPAID UPS
GROUND only.
COST: $30 per case of three Mercury Return
Kits ($10 ea.) The cost includes the kit, shipping
costs for the kit to you or your customer and
proper disposal of the liquid mercury and instrument in accordance with EPA guidelines.
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Mobile Aneroid

750D
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